Composition of surface oxide film of titanium with culturing murine fibroblasts L929.
Changes in the composition of surface oxide film on titanium specimens in the presence of amino acids, serum proteins, and cells were characterized using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The surface oxide film on titanium formed in the air is so protective that the further oxidation of titanium is prevented in various circumstances. During immersion of the specimen in Hanks' solution, Eagle's minimum essential medium (MEM), and MEM with the addition of fetal bovine serum (MEM+FBS), calcium phosphate precipitated, causing the increase in thickness of the surface oxide film. Calcium phosphate was also precipitated with culturing murine fibroblast L929, but the amount of the calcium phosphate was smaller than those in Hanks' solution, MEM, and MEM+FBS. The relative concentration ratio of calcium to phosphorous, [Ca]/[P], increased with proteins charging negatively, while the ratio decreased with the cells whose extracellular matrix charging positively. In addition, sulfur precipitated as S(0) and/or S(2-) only with culturing the cells. Sulfate ions in the MEM+FBS are reduced at the interface between titanium and the solution with the existence of cells.